Standardized exam analysis as performed by the IML (Institute of Medical Education, CH-Bern)

After computerized scanning of all answer sheets at IML, and basic “counting” of all candidates’ answers to each question, the evaluation (statistical analysis) of each multiple choice exam consists of the following standard 3 steps:
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Step 1: item (i.e. exam question) analysis

For every item, the statistical values for it's difficulty $p$ and it's discrimination index $r_{iT}$ (corrected item-total correlation, “selectivity”) are calculated. Moreover, the statistical result pattern for each item, and possible group differences, are determined.

The difficulty $p$ of an item = number of candidates who answered the item correctly divided by the maximum possible correct answers (i.e. total number of candidates)
- $p$ therefore is a value between 0 and 1
- an „easy“ item has a high $p$, a „difficult“ item has a low $p$
- $p$-values between 0.4 and 0.9 are considered adequate

The discrimination index $r_{iT}$ of an item measures the power of an item to differentiate candidates with a good result overall from candidates with bad results.
- $r_{iT}$ is calculated as a correlation between the item-answers of all candidates and the total points (minus the item to be analyzed)
- $r_{iT}$ therefore is a value between -1 and +1
- for a trustworthy exam performance, items with a positive item/total correlation are called for, if possible $\geq 0.20$, at least $\geq 0.10$
- items with a discrimination index $= 0$ do not discriminate between good or bad candidates, items with negative item/total correlation are counterproductive

The analysis of non-random „attractive“ wrong answers points out problematic items, or answer positions, as well as wrong answer keys. Those wrong answers are characterized by $p > 0.4$ and $r > 0.1$.

Group differences are analyzed after all multi-lingual exams for example, or exams held at different locations, or if applicable and desired according to other group characteristics (age, gender, training....).

Items with exceptional difficulty or discrimination index or answer patterns, or group differences, are commented on by exam experts at IML, and discussed by content experts in the exam committee. If the experts come to the conclusion that item performance deficits are indeed due to content validity problems, an exclusion from the overall exam evaluation can be considered. At least, such an item will be reviewed before being reused in a future exam.
Step 2: exam recalculation / pass mark

The relevant decisions by the exam administrators/experts are implemented.

The exam characteristics (distribution, mean, reliability etc.) are being checked for plausibility a second time. The overall reliability as a measurement of internal consistency - Cronbach’s alpha – is calculated. Ideally, a value of above .80 should be reached in a high stake exam.

In regularly administered exams, the goal is to keep the requirements for passing rather constant, on the basis of re-used items. One exam will be analyzed according to the so-called Rasch model.

The very first exam therefore guides the future passing parameters. Keeping the probabilities for solving an item constant will facilitate to set comparable passing requirements for every exam to follow.

Nonetheless, the expert exam committee decides upon the definitive passing score after each exam.

Step 3: definitive results

After the exam, a (usually linear) grading will be applied to classify candidate's scores according to a grade system.

Definitive results can now be depicted as a frequency distribution diagram covering the grades, countries of origin, exam locations etc.

The pass/fail letters with grades will be generated for the candidates. The following information will be given:
1. the pass/fail score limit for the exam at hand
2. the score reached by the individual, „pass“ or „fail“, and grade
3. if applicable, the partial results (i.e. in a subspecialty) in comparison to the pertaining overall scores.
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